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A new technique sensitive to molecular orientation and geometry, and based on measuring the
polarization of x-ray emission, has been applied to the Cl-containing molecules methyl chloride
(CF3C1, CF, C12, and CFC13) in the gas phase. Upon selective
(CH3C1) and the chlorofiuoromethanes
excitation using monochromatic synchrotron radiation in the Cl K-edge (Cl 1s) near-threshold rex-ray emission studies reveal highly polarized molecular ualence x-ray
gion, polarization-selective
Auorescence for all four molecules. The degree and the orientation of the polarized emission are observed to be sensitive to the incident excitation energy near the Cl K edge. In some cases, the polarization direction for x-ray emission reverses for small changes in incident excitation energy (a few
eV). It is shown that the polarized x-ray emission technique can be used to infer, directly from exanorbitals,
molecular
valence
of occupied and unoccupied
symmetries
periment,
isotropies in absorption and emission, and orientational and geometrical information. It is suggestphenomenon, reported here for simple molecules, can be
ed that the x-ray polarized-Auorescence
used as a new approach to study more complicated systems in a variety of environments.

I.

INTRODUCTION

X-ray-emission spectroscopy (XES) has a proven histoof elucidating core-level phenomena in atoms, molecules, and solids under a wide variety of conditions.
Traditionally, this work has relied upon incident excitasources or
tion by x rays, either from fixed-wavelength
polychromatic (Bremsstrahlung radiation) sources, or by
high-energy electron impact. These methods have yieldHowever, one desirable
ed many excellent results.
goal, namely the ability to selectively excite near-edge
has remained generally difFicult to achieve.
features,
This difficulty stems from either the lack of excitationenergy selectivity or the lack of sufficient x-ray intensity
of the traditional excitation sources.
Synchrotron-radiation
(SR) sources in the x-ray energy
range have shown promise in alleviating this difficulty, in
particular, providing suKciently intense tunable (and polarized) x rays throughout the near-threshold regions of
The first x-raythe core levels of most elements.
emission measurement of this sort, for the Ar K edge, illustrated the soundness of this approach, and revealed a
wealth of information on resonant and multivacancy
effects in x-ray spectra not previously attainable. Since
that initial experiment, a SR beamline dedicated to XES
and preliminary results have
has been commissioned,
' The critical importance
of selective
been reported.
excitation by tunable incident radiation has been borne
out by these new results.
Among this small body of near-threshold XES results,
' to which this report is adone type of experiment
dressed combines the advantages of monochromatic SR

'

ry

'

with
polarization
excitation)
polarized
(tunability,
analysis of the x-ray fluorescence. The initial polarized
x-ray-emission spectroscopy (PXES) measurements were
performed near the Cl E edge of the gas-phase molecule
methyl chloride, CH3C1, and showed that large changes
in the degree of Auorescence polarization could be induced by carefully selecting the incident energy in the
near-threshold region. A straightforward theoretical interpretation'
applied to the CH3Cl measurements revealed that the anisotropy of the photoexcitation process
and the orientations and relative magnitudes of Auorescence dipole transition moments are obtainable directly
from experiment.
It is important to note that the measurements described herein and in Refs. 9 —12 pertain to randomly
oriented samples in the gas phase. A considerable body
' has already shown that polarized
of previous work'
observable
from crystalline samples,
x-ray emission is
such as MoSz (Mo L edge) and GaS (S K edge) (Refs. 16
and 17, respectively). These observations can be understood as due to the aligned nature of the molecular
moieties in the crystalline samples. Indeed, explanations
and calculations based on this principle have been put
Small emission-polarization
forth with success. '
effects also have been measured in atomic Hg following
2p-subshell ionization. " These results, at the ten-percent
level, reAect the non-s-subshell (i.e. , I &0) character of the
ionization process and the importance of spin-orbit and
relativistic effects in this high-Z atom. In contrast to
solid'
and atomic PXES measurements, the molecular results discussed here show more pronounced effects
due to alignment produced by selective near-threshold
Work of the U. S. Government
Not subject to U. S. copyright
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excitation.
uses polarized visible
Another related body of work
and ultraviolet (uv) emission to study alignment effects in
gas-phase molecular ions and fragments following polarized excitation of valence electrons. This type of study
differs from PXES in two fundamental aspects. Firstly,
core-level holes studied with PXES undergo rapid Auger
'
s), forcing the x-ray emission to
decay processes (= 10
occur on a time scale much shorter than normal molecu10 ' s). In contrast,
lar tumbling
periods (10 "—
valence-shell hole states are relatively long lived ( ~ 10
s). Thus, PXES has the advantage that any alignment
produced by the absorption process is retained up to the
time of fluorescence decay. For visible and uv emission,
full retention of alignment is not the case, and indeed
complications due to molecular tumbling (and vibrations)
of valence
in the interpretation
must be considered
measurements.
(Vibrational mopolarized-fiuorescence
tion, which may have periods approaching core-hole lifetimes, is discussed further in Sec. III A 1.)
Secondly, PXES is inherently atom specific because ineasily by
dividual atomic species can be distinguished
their core-level edges. Furthermore, core-level excitation
acts as a localized probe of the molecule, simplifying the
of PXES results by
interpretation
spectroscopic
effectively eliminating some possible x-ray-emission channels. Valence excitation or ionization, followed by visible
or uv fluorescence, involve only electrons in diffuse
valence molecular orbitals (MO's), and thus provides a
nonlocal, non-atom-specific probe. Finally, a third advantage of x rays, not mentioned in our initial re' is considerable depth of penetration into most
ports,
materials, possibly permitting studies of dilute solutions,
buried interfaces, etc.
To further illustrate the PXES technique, we report
here additional results on CH3C1 and CF3C1 and new results on CF2C12 and CFC13. Polarized x-ray emission is
observed at selected incident energies in the Cl 1s nearthreshold region for all four molecules. Both the degree
and direction of the polarization is observed to change
with the excitation energy and with the symmetry of the
occupied valence MO involved in the emission process.
In CH3C1, for which the most complete results are available, the spectroscopic usefulness of PXES is illustrated
by studying an above-threshold absorption feature, and in
so doing directly determining the symmetry of the excitation process associated with that feature.
The experimental details are described in Sec. II. The
results for each molecule are presented in turn in Sec. III,
and concluding remarks are contained in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT
Core-level polarized x-ray-emission measurements require (i) an intense source of x rays, (ii) an efficient, highresolution primary monochromator,
(iii) an efficient,
high-resolution
secondary x-ray spectrometer, and (iv)
polarization sensitivity of the secondary spectrometer. In
addition, highly polarized incident radiation is desired
because it enhances effects observed by PXES. For the
present experiment (see Fig. 1), x rays from the National
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Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) and energy selected by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) beamline X-24A equipped with a large-aperture
double-crystal primary monochromator were used. The
which
novel design of this primary monochromator,
and high resolution, has
yields both high throughput
so only a few perbeen described in detail elsewhere,
tinent comments are in order. For the Cl K-edge work at
=2.8 keV, Si(111) crystals were used in the primary
monochromator, providing a bandwidth of 0.4 eV for all
of the present measurements. An added benefit of using
Si(111) crystals in the Cl K-edge region is that the first45',
order Bragg diffraction angle is approximately
enhancing significantly the inherent linear polarization of
the SR. We estimate that the monochromatic x-ray beam
focused onto the gas sample is ~ 99% linearly polarized.
The samples were contained in a 7-mm-long gas cell with
0.025-mm-thick Be windows at pressures of 300, 200,
100, and 60 Torr, respectively, for CH3Cl, CF3Cl,
CF2C12, and CFC13. The primary monochromatic beam
passes through ionization chambers, before and after the
sample cell, which monitor incident and transmitted
relative photoabsorption
determining
Auxes, thereby
cross sections as a function of photon energy for each
sample.
The incident beam direction and polarization vector lie
Xin the horizontal plane for the PXES measurements.
ray fluorescence emitted normal to this plane by excited
or ionized molecules passes upward into the secondary
for energy analysis. The secondary specspectrometer
trometer is of a Johann geometry, with the dispersing
crystal and x-ray detector on a Rowland circle of variable
radius, but with the crystal-to-detector distance fixed at
nominally 1 m. The sample cell is situated inside the
Rowland circle to better utilize the diffuse nature of the
gaseous source of the x-ray fluorescence and to reduce
sensitivity to alignment of the primary beam with respect
As in the primary
to the secondary spectrometer.
monochromator, a Si(111) crystal is used to diffract the x
rays. This crystal is cylindrically curved by a crystaland the radius is adjusted externally to
bending device,
optimize the focus (=0.3 mm) and thus the energy resolution (=0.9 eV) for Cl K emission. The diffracted x rays
are detected by a one-dimensional position-sensitive proportional counter (PSPC) that has been described previOperation with the PSPC allows a complete xously.
ray-emission spectrum (=40-eV-wide window at the Cl K
edge) to be accumulated simultaneously.
One drawback to this geometry is that each x-rayemission peak detected in the PSPC receives contributions from x rays which traverse slightly different paths
from the gas cell to the crystal and then to the detector.
Thus, it is possible that intensity changes in the x-ray
spectra may occur due to variations in the source brightness with position, or irregularities in the diffracting crystal or the detector. Of course, this problem is worse if
the sample cell is placed on the Rowland circle, for which
point-to-point focusing from the sample to the detector
would occur. With the sample cell well inside the Rowland circle, this issue is mitigated because the entire
source region, rather than a single point in it, contributes
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the polarized x-ray-emission spectroscopy (PXES) experiment. Synchrotron radiation is provided by the x-ray ring at the NSLS, energy selected by a double-crystal monochromator, and focused into a cell containing the samproportional
ple. The secondary spectrometer analyzes the x-ray emission as described in the text. (PSPC=position-sensitive
counter.

)

to each emission peak. Anyway, potential problems of
this sort have been checked by varying the gas pressure,
beam profile and intensity, the overall position of the
source (excited sample) with respect to the secondary
spectrometer, and the radius of the Rowland circle. No

pie. The subsequent valence-electron E-V x-ray emission
is accumulated at 1 —10 s ', depending on the experimental conditions. Most spectra were accumulated for 30 —60
min.

discernible effects have been observed under normal variations in operating conditions and geometry. Overall
resolution of the secondary spectrometer is 0.9 eV for the
present experiments, which is attributed primarily to the
PSPC. The absolute efficiency of the secondary spectrometer has been determined to be 7 X 10 using a calibrated Fe 55 radioactive source, where this value naturally includes a factor for the solid angle subtended by the
crystal relative to 4~ sr. The eSciency should be somewhat better for Cl K-edge emission due to a larger crystal
profile for larger Bragg angles.
Polarization selectivity of the secondary spectrometer
to Cl K-edge Auorescence (=2.8 keV) is provided by the
use of a Si(111) crystal at a Bragg angle of 44. 6'. The polarization component of the x-ray fluorescence to be measured (parallel to the crystal surface) is thus diff'racted
more efFiciently by at least a factor of 10 relative to the
orthogonal component (out of the plane of the crystal
surface). Polarization selection is accomplished simply
by orienting the dispersion plane of the secondary spectrometer either parallel (as in Fig. 1) or perpendicular to
the propagation vector of the SR, ensuring that Auorescence from the sample polarized parallel or perpendicular, respectively, to the incident polarization vector is primarily detected. Thus, a rotation of the secondary spectrometer by 90' about the vertical axis of Fig. 1 sufFices to
measure orthogonal polarizations of x-ray emission.
10"
With the apparatus as described, approximately
photons/s in a 0.4-eV bandpass are delivered to the sam-

III. RESULTS
In this section, each molecule studied will be discussed
For the CH3C1 and CF3Cl results, previous pub' should be consulted for some
lications'
additional details and discussion.
in turn.

A. CH3Cl

Figure 2 shows a measured absorption spectrum of
CH3C1 in the vicinity of the Cl K edge and a Cl K-V (historically referred to as K/3)
valence-electron fluorescence spectrum taken with an incident photon energy of
2880 eV, well above the Cl 1s threshold. Peak labels have
been adopted from Refs. 31 and 32. Peak energies are
listed in Table I, along with results from previous
work.
Peak assignments are from Ref. 10. Overall,
the general appearance and peak positions in both absorption and emission agree well with earlier results. ' '
The present assignments are consistent with
previous ones ' based on Cl K-edge work, with measurements in other core-level regions (C K and Cl L) of
' and with valence MO orderings.
the molecule,
For the absorption spectrum, feature D is of major into Cl ls (CH3C1 la i) excitation
terest, and is attributed'
to the Sa antibonding MO.
The Cl K-V fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 2 results
from electrons in valence MO's filling the Cl(ls) hole produced by absorption of the incident radiation. The rela&
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FIG. 2. Cl K absorption spectrum (right) and Cl K-V emission spectrum (left) of CH3Cl. The emission spectrum was taken with 0.9-eV resolution at an excitation energy of 2880 eV,
and exhibits no detectable change with fluorescence polarization
angle. Peak labels are adopted from Refs. 31 and 32. The
hashed mark represents the Cl ls (la& in CH3C1) threshold energy

of 2828.4 eV.

tive simplicity of the emission spectrum (i.e. , only two
peaks) retlects the fact that only MO's with significant
atomic Cl 3p character contribute because of dipole selection rules (hence, Cl 3p but not Cl 3s character), and because the E hole is localized on the Cl atom (hence, Cl 3p
but not carbon 2p character). The relevant valence MO's
(i.e. , with Cl 3p character) of CH3Cl are the three outermost filled orbitals; 3e, 7a &, and 2e, in order of increasing
binding energy. We observe only two peaks in the E-V
fluorescence spectrum because the fluorescence due to the
7a and 2e orbitals is unresolved in peak B. Finally, we
note that there exist contributions on the high-energy
side of peak C in Fig. 2 that are attributed to satellite
transitions due to multiple-vacancy
states produced by
&

photoexcitation

at 2880 eV.
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The absolute energy scale for Cl E absorption and K-V
emission in CH3C1 (Fig. 2 and the presents results in
Table I) was established in the following manner. First,
the feature-D energy position in the absorption spectrum
was taken as 2823.4 eV.
Having fixed this single energy
in our absorption spectrum, we used the known properties of Bragg diffraction with a Si(111) crystal (2d spacing
of 6.271 A) (Ref. 53) and the known characteristics of the
angle driver of the primary monochromator to determine
the dispersion of the absorption spectrum. Inaccuracies
introduced in this way for the narrow energy range of
Fig. 2 are expected to be quite small. The resulting absolute energies of the CH3Cl Cl K absorption features are
listed in Table I.
Using the established energy scale for the absorption
spectrum, determination of Cl E-V emission energies was
accomplished by measuring x rays of known energy from
the primary monochromator that were elastically scattered from the gas sample into the secondary spectrometer. In this procedure, care was taken to avoid measuring
elastic scattering at energies near discrete absorption
features in the sample gas. Measuring elastic peaks at
several photon energies in the Cl K-edge region thus provided energies of the K-V peaks. The results for the Cl
K-V energies in CH3Cl are included in Table I, along
with previous determinations for comparison.
The final step in the energy calibration procedure was
to determine the Cl(ls) ionization potential (IP). This is
easily obtained by summing the K-V x-ray-emission energy and the binding energy for a given valence MO. We
use the prominent 3e MO (peak C), because the 7a i and
2e MO's are unresolved. The 3e binding energy is taken
from ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) mea" ' ' ' ' Thus,
surements, and is equal to 11.30 eV.
we determine the Cl ls IP to be 2828. 4(3) eV for CH3C1,
in reasonable agreement with previous determinations of
2828. 5 eV (Ref. 32) and 2828. 7 eV, and with a recent
of 2828. 8 eV. The hashed mark in Fig. 2 incalculation
dicates the position of the Cl 1s IP.

TABLE I. Energies and assignments of Cl K- Vx-ray emission peaks and Cl-K absorption features of
CH3C1. The values in parentheses denote errors in the last digit(s).
Energy (eV)

Peak or feature

D
Cl K IP

F
G

'Perera et al.
Hanus and Gilberg.
'Larkins and Phillips.
Gilberg (Ref. 33).
'LaVilla (Ref. 58).

This work

Ref. 32'

2814. 1(3)
2817. 1(3)
2823.4'
2826. 8(3)
2828.4(3)
2829.7(5)
2836(1)

2814.0
2817.2
2823.4'
2827.4
2828. 5
2831
2836

Ref. 34'

Ref. 35'

2817.4

2815.2
2818.2

2823. 1
2826. 6
2828. 7

2828. 8

Assignment
7a&,

2e~la&

3e~ la,
la, ~8a,

la&

~np

Rydberg
threshold

excited
state (Ref. 32)

doubly
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where I~~ and I~ are integrated relative intensities of K-V
emission peaks in parallel or perpendicular polarization,
respectively, a and a j are body-frame absorption (dipole)
transition strengths for incident polarization parallel or
perpendicular to the molecular symmetry axis, respecand
are x-ray-emission
tively, and
transition
~
strengths analogous to a~~ and a~. The essential qualitative and quantitative features for polarized x-ray-emission
presented so far were discussed originally by Gelmukhanov and Mazalov'
in the context of gas-phase diatomic molecules.
+ la, tranFor CH&C1, =0 for the 3e la, and 2e —
sitions, and f~=0 for the 7a&~ la& transition. Furthermore, in the case of peak-D excitation, a~=0, yielding
'
P = ——,' for 3e
and 2e
, and P = —, for
. Compiling all this information yields'
7a,
~~

f

f

~~

f

~

~~

~1a,

~la,

~1a,

~

a, )+f~(2e la, )
~(3e~ la, )
+ la& )+ fz(2e ~ la& )
( , )f ~~(7a& —
—
', )f ~~(,

f

(2a)

—'

f~(3e~la,

(2b)

)

for the 8-to-C peak-intensity ratios in parallel and perpendicular polarizations following resonant excitation on
feature D. The fractions multiplying
la, ) in
~~(7a,
' and —
',, derive from the resonant-excitation
Eqs. (2), i.e., —,
P values for a& (P = —,') and e (P = ——,') orbitals, the relati» P=(I~~
and the assumption that fo r
)/(I~~+I, ), —
peakpeaks in the same x-ray-emission
spectrum,
intensity ratios depend only on the relative Auorescence
transition strengths (the
and f~ values). For nonresonant excitation far above the Cl K threshold, absorption is believed to be isotropic, no emission polarization is
expected, and Eqs. (2) coalesce into

~

f

f

(

00'
0.2.
80

()+Ii

I,

C
Q3

from the 3e —
+la& and 2e —
+la& transitions
(K-V peaks C and B, respectively) is polarized perpendicular to the molecular symmetry axis and thus produce x
rays polarized perpendicular to the SR polarization. This
qualitative argument was used in Ref. 10 to rationalize
the observation in Fig. 3.
Quantitative interpretation of the results in Figs. 2 and
3 is based' on the following general expression for the
emission polarization P valid for C&, symmetry molecules
(and linear molecules, also):
ly, emission

With 2880-eV excitation, as for the emission spectrum
Fig. 2, no detectable change with Auorescencepolarization
Conversely,
using
angle was observed.
near-threshold excitation at 2823.4 eV, '
centered on
feature D of the absorption spectrum in Fig. 2, strikingly
difFerent K-V spectra are obtained as a function of the
emission polarization angle (see Fig. 3). The parallel and
perpendicular symbols in Fig. 3 refer to the experimental
geometries described in Sec. II and shown in Fig. 1 for
the parallel case. In Fig. 3, the relative intensities of peak
C have been scaled equally in each spectrum for purposes
of comparison. The significant diff'erence in the 8-to-C
peak ratios in the two orthogonal polarizations is the
essential point of this work, and forms the basis for PXES
as a technique to study molecules. (Di6'erences between
the K-V spectra of Figs. 2 and 3 can be seen also, such as
shifts in peak energies, elimination of satellite transitions,
and narrowing due to resonant excitation. All of these
phenomena have been or will be dealt with in detail in
other publications. ' '
)
Qualitatively, the PXES results of Fig. 3 can be understood by realizing that CH&C1 molecules excited with incident energies on feature D ( la, ~8a &) will preferentially have their molecular symmetry axes (along the C Cl
bond) aligned with the direction of the SR polarization.
This alignment is retained in the subsequent K-V radiative decay because emission occurs so rapidly (=10 ' s)
that the molecules remain essentially fixed in space
throughout the absorption and emission processes. Consequently, because emission from the 7a& ~la& transition, which contributes to K-V peak B (see below and
Refs. 10, 12, and 38), is also polarized along the molecular symmetry axis, we expect x rays from this transition
to be polarized parallel to the SR polarization. Conversein
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I~

2. 83

emission spectra from CHqC1 following Cl
1s~8al excitation with 2823.4-eV photon energy, centered on
feature D of the absorption spectrum of Fig. 2. The labels
parallel and perpendicular refer to orthogonal orientations of
the measured fluorescence polarization relative to the incident
E vector. The two spectra have been scaled so that the areas of
peak C are identical. The peak at 2823.4 eV is due to elastic
scattering of the incident radiation.

f

~~~(7a,

Ic

»

~~

~ la, )+f~(2e —+ la,

fi(3e ~1~

)

(3)

f )

Eqs. (2) and (3), electron multiplicity is implicitly included in the values.
Equations (2a) and (2b), plus the measured peak intensity ratios of 0.86(5) and 0.34(5) for parallel and perpendicular polarization (Fig. 3), can be used to determine
la ) and
(7a
directly the K- V Auorescence yields
f~(2e~la&) relative to f~(3e~la, ). The results are
0 28(4) and 0.24(4) for the 7a and 2e orbitals, respective-

f

f

&

~~

&

~

&
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ly. These numbers are somewhat different than those in
our preliminary report' due to improved analysis of the
emission spectra. These new relative transition strengths
disagree in magnitude with the calculated values (0.35;
0. 11).' However, the emission spectra of Figs. 2 and 3
are in good quantitative accord because the sum of the
two relative transition strengths [0.52(6)] inferred from
Eqs. (2) agrees with that [0.54(5)] obtained directly from
the above-threshold E-V spectrum in Fig. 2. This nontrivial result implies that the strengths of the x-rayemission transitions do not change significantly under
different initial excitation conditions. Finally, we also
determine
that the 7a,
transition
contributes
transition strength of emission
54(10)%%uo to the underlying
peak B under conditions of feature-D excitation.
The validity of Eqs. (2) and (3) is critically dependent
on the assumption that x-ray-emission peak-intensity ratios depend only on the relative strengths of the contribFor peaks in the same spectrum, for
uting transitions.
which Eqs. (2) and (3) are applicable, experimental factors
(discussed more below) have been determined to not
affect the intensity ratios. However, there are some physical efIects which may cause variations in the fluorescence
transition strengths f, thereby rendering the measured
ratios less indicative of the true relative transition
strengths. One factor is the frequency dependence (a v )
of the x-ray-emission transition matrix elements. However, for all of the present measurements, this effect is less
than 1%, and thus negligible compared to the experimental uncertainty.
A possibly more significant factor affecting the relative
x-ray-emission transition strengths has to do with vibrational structure within the absorption and emission processes. For a given emission transition, the FranckCondon (FC) overlap between the excited K-hole state
and the final valence-hole state will depend on the initial
absorption process and the valence MO involved in the
decay. Different x-ray-emission transitions thus may
have quite different FC overlaps with the excited state,
affecting their relative strengths. Furthermore, because
in general several vibrational levels of the intermediate
K-hole state will be accessed, and because the core-hole
linewidths are large (=0.6 eV) compared to the vibrational energy-level spacing (=0.2 eV), it is possible to have
coherent excitation of overlapping vibrational levels in
the x-ray-absorption process. This interference effect can
lead to significant redistribution of spectral intensity in
the decay process, whether radiative
or nonradiative.
Qualitatively, the interference should be largest when the
core-hole lifetime and vibrational frequency are most
nearly equal (e. g. , at the N and O K edges ' ), and when
large changes in molecular bond lengths occur during the
excitation and emission processes (i.e. , when the BornOppenheimer approximation is least valid).
Only detailed FC and non-FC calculations can reveal the importance of these vibrational effects to the present results,
'
but indications from previous measurements
suggest
that the effects are significantly smaller than the polarization effects observed here for resonant excitation.
So far we have assumed polarization values P for emission peaks B and C upon feature-D excitation based on a

~la,

43

classical treatment of the absorption and emission process. However, for peak C at least, it is possible to test
directly this assumption using experimental information
only. We start with the following expression for the raw
measured peak intensity, N~~, (h v), for emission peak C in
parallel polarization obtained by fitting the PXES spec-

tra:
N((c(hv)

+((oabs(hv)IQ(hv)

(4a)

()ct

(4b)

and similarly for perpendicular polarization. In Eqs. (4),
hv is the incident photon energy, E~~ is the secondaryin the parallel-polarization
efficiency
spectrometer
geometry, o. ,b, (h v) is the CH3C1 absorption cross section,
p is the sample density, Q(hv) is the incident photon intensity, and t is the data collection time. It is important
to properly distinguish among the three quantities N~~„
. As used in Eqs. (1)—(3), values refer to
I~~„and
oscillator strengths
(we have
body frame tra-nsition
and
subscripts for simplicity). An
dropped the
value, properly transformed,
yields a laboratory frametransition intensity for a given emission polarization [I~~,
in the example of Eqs. (4)]. The use of the symbol I~~,
values are to be used in Eq. (1) for
signifies that the
quantitative determination of polarization values, P. To
obtain relative
values, one first measures unnormalized
peak intensities (such as N~~, ), which subsequently can be
values in a procedure
used with Eq. (4a) to determine
described below.
Now, if we compare two spectra taken under identical
experimental conditions, except one is for feature-D excitation and the other is for excitation well-above threshold
(2880 eV), we obtain

f

f,

f

l

~~

I

I

I

N((, (D)
N11

(2880)

tr, b, (D)
Q (D )
o,b, (2880) Q(2880)

I

(D)
I~~, (2880)
~~,

where E~~, p, and t cancel. The ratio of incident photon
intensities, Q(D)/Q(2880) is determined experimentally
and is normalized for in a proper manner. Of course, Eq.
(5) can be obtained for perpendicular polarization as well.
By comparing Eq. (5) for the two polarizations, we find

Ni, (D)/Ni, (2880)
D)/Ni~ (2880)

Ii, (D)
Iii

I~~, (2880)

(D) I„(2880)

'

of
since the absorption cross section is independent
fluorescence polarization. Based on our observation that
parallel and perpendicular spectra well above the Cl(ls)
threshold exhibit no polarization effect, we assume that
deter(2880) =Ii, (2880). Thus the experimentally
~~,
mined ratio on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) can be used to
determine the ratio of parallel and perpendicular transition intensities for emission peak C following feature-D
excitation (or similarly at any other near-threshold energy). This ratio, Ii (D)/Ii(D), can be used with a modified
Eq. (1) to obtain polarization values P. Performing this
exercise for K-V peak C for feature-D excitation yields
Pc(D) = —0.32(11), which agrees exceptionally well with
Pictorially, this rethe theoretical value of exactly —
—,

I

'.
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TABLE II. Measured Cl I(-V B-to-C peak-intensity ratios and derived polarization
CH3C1. Values in parentheses denote errors in the last digit(s).

values

P for

B-to-C peak ratio

Photon
Energy

Pc

2822. 2
2822. 8
2823.4

0.75(8)
0.80(8)
0.86(8)

0.32(3)
0.27(3)
0.34(5)

2826. 8
2829.2
2829.7
2830.2
2836

0.84(8)
0.46(5)
0.56(6)
0.58(6)
0.56(6)

0.65(7)
0.68(7)
0.80(8)
0.63(6)
0.68(7)

2880

0.51(5)

0.57(6)

—0.01(5)

Comments

—0.41(8)
—0.31(7)
—0.32(7)
—0.03(6)

0.22(4)
0. 1 1(5)
0. 10(6)

—0. 14(6)
—0.04(6)
—0.02(5)
—0. 10(13)

0.06(5)
0. 14(5)
0.03(6)
—0.01(11)

0a

Lt. shldr. of D
Lt. shldr. of D
D
Near

F
Near

6

F
F

0a

'Assumed.

suit indicates that the perpendicular spectrum in Fig. 3
should be multiplied by 1.9(3) for a correct relative comparison between the parallel and perpendicular emission
spectra. The exact multiplier would be 2.0 in theory.

2. Other incident energies
The primary measured result from the PXES experiment on CH3C1 is B-to-C peak-intensity ratios at a given
incident energy and a given emission polarization angle.

~/

1. 0

Ie/Ic(
QIg/Ic(l
b, P~
I

~

X

II

)

)

p

0

—0. 5

0

N

I
C.

Q

0. 0

3(

O. 0

ci'

These values are shown in Table II and plotted in Fig. 4.
The large polarization effect for feature-D excitation is
readily apparent, as are possible smaller effects at features
E, F, and G. Differences in parallel and perpendicular ratios of 0. 1 or less are not considered significant, although
the general trend for above-threshold energies might suggest a bigger B-to-C ratio for perpendicular polarization.
At the highest photon energy studied, 2880 eV, the Bto-C ratios for the two polarization angles are identical to
This indicates that the
within experimental uncertainty.
values for P for peaks B and C are essentially equal at
2880 eV. Exact equality of P values is possible only for
P~ =P&=0, and thus aII =a~, and the ionization process
well above threshold should be isotropic. It is useful to
realize that polarization
effects above the ionization
threshold will reflect alignment of the K-hole state, just as
for resonant excitation (e.g. , on feature D). Alignment in
the above-threshold case refers to nonstatistical population of the available continuum states (ka„ka2, and ke),
which is expected to occur close to threshold where the
continuum electron interacts most strongly with the
molecular ion. Far above threshold, if ionization is atomiclike, no alignment is expected, and no polarization

0

C

10. 00
Cl

—0. 5

—0. 5
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Kp

l
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ratios for
CH3Cl as a function of incident photon energy and x-ray polarization angle, and derived polarization values P for K- V peaks B
and C. The absorption spectrum is reproduced for comparison.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but at 2829.7-eV excitation, on
feature

F of the

absorption spectrum in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2, except for

effect should be ev ident.
More detailed measurements
d
need to be made to fully confirm this expectation.
Assuming that 2880-eV ionization is indeed isotropic
=Pc =
=0)), we can use the 2880-eV spectra as basei.e., P~
P =
line measurements
to determine values of P for both
peaks B and C under conditions of near-threshold excitation. These results for peaks B and C are listed in Table
II and p lotted i'n Fig. 4. The P results, of course, exhibit
clearly the effect of polarization for feature-D excitation.
At higher energies (near features E and F), we observe
small
a but
robabl
u pro
a y significant degrees of polarization.
These suggestive findings illustrate the potential of PXES
for spectroscopic analysis due to its sensitivity, even in
t ese preliminary measurements, to the near-threshold
absorption structure of gas-phase molecules.
To illustrate this sensitivity more clearly, we show in
ig. 5 PXES spectra for excitation at 2829. 8 eV on
feature F in the CH3C1 absorption spectrum of Fig. 2.
These two parallel- and perpendicular-polarization
spectra have been scaled to have identical peak-C areas, as
was done for the feature-D spectra in Fig. 3. Two obvious differences with respect to Fig. 3 are notable. Firstly,
't persists
the polarization effect is much smallerer, b u t it
even above the ionization threshold. Second, the polarization effect is reversed compared to feature-D excitation; peak B is now relatively
in the
bigger
'
d'
reperpendicular-polarization
spectrumm. A s immediate
sult of this latter observation
is that ionization associated
b
with feature F has a small but definit
e ni e pre ference ffor producing an e-symmetry continuum channel, in contrast to
feature D which is an a1-symmetry resonance. If the sug~

~

~

~

CF&Cl.

that F is a shape resonance is correct, then the
gestion
present results imply that it is an e-symmetry shape resonance. However, preliminary indications from theoretical calculations
are that feature F is not a shape resonance, but is associated with a multielectron transition.

B. CF3Cl
Figure 6 shows a measured CF3C1 absorption spectrum
in the Cl K-ed g e re g i on and a Cl K-V emission spectrum
taken with an incident photon energy of 2880 eV, far
above the C1 1s threshold. Peak energies and possible assignments are presented in Table III, all of which have
been adopted from Refs. 13 and 58. As with CH&C1,
feature D in absorption is of major interest, and is attributed to Cl 1s (CF3C1 la, ) excitation to the 1 la, antiTABLE III. Energies and assignments of Cl K- V x-ray emission peaks and Cl-E absorption features of CF, Cl. Values in
parentheses denote errors in the last digit(s).
Peak or feature

Energy

D

2810.1(3)
2815. 1(3)
2817. 1(3)
2823. 5'
2827. 8(3)
2829.2(3)
2830.2(3)

F

~

G

Cl

E IP

'LaVilla (Ref. 58).

Assignment

4e, 9a&

la&

5e~ la&
7e~ la)

10a&,
la&

la&
la&

~

~4p

1 la&

Rydberg
—+np Rydberg
threshold
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FIG. 7. Same
arne as Fig. 3, except for CF3Cl at 2823. 5-eV excitation

bonding MO. For the K-V emission spectrum in Fig. 6,
the important occupied MO's are the 7e, 10a, , Se, 9a1,
and 4e, due to their partial Cl 3p character. They contribute to the K-V peaks C (7e), B (10at and 5e, and A
(9a t and 4e), respectively.
The
he absolute
a
energy scale for Fig. 6 and Table III was
established in a manner identical to that described for
3C1. (This is also true for CFC13 and CFzClz. ) The
absorption-feature D energy (2823. 5 eV)
e
was provided by
and the Cl Is binding energy [2830.2(3) eV]
t a,
Laa V'lla
was obtained using our measur e d K-- V energies and
valence electron binding energies
Turning the pnmary monochromator energy to 2823.5
eV, right on absorption feature D the PXES spectra of
CF 3 Cl in Fiig. 7 were obtained. What appears to be imeasured Cl K-V peak-intensity
TABLE IV. Measur

mission spectrum in
proved reso ution relative to the emission
ig. is in fact due to differential emissio'on pea k energy
conditions (see Refs. 7
sshifts
i s under resonant-excitation
and 8. As efore, no polarization effect i d t t bl f
-e excitation. The intensity of emission peak C in
2880-eV
both spectra of Fig. 7 has been scaled equally for comparison.
Qualitatively, the PXES results in Fig. 7 can be understood by reference to the discussion for CH3C1, because
CF&C1 has the same symmetry, and the excitation and
emission transitions are analogous to those in CH3Cl.
'
'
'
Likewise, quantitative interpretatio n using Eqs.. ' 1 and
(2) also ffollows directly from the discussion of CH3C1.
Based on the A-to-C and 8-to-C peak intensity ratios
in both polarizations (Table IV) for feature-D excitation

alues in parentheses
ratios for CF Cl. Valu

denote errors

in the last digit(s).

Photon

3-to-C peak ratio

B-to-C peak ratio
Comments

energy

2822. 6
2823. 5
2824. 4
2824. 6

0. 14(1)
0. 18(2)
0.20(3)
0.26(2)

0.04(1)
0.05(1)
0.06(1)
0.05(1)

0.47(3)
0.47(3)
0.54(6)
0.69(4)

0. 10(1)
0. 10(1)
0. 14(1)
0. 13(1)

2827. 8
2828.4
2829.2
2832.4

0.09(1)
0.09(1)
0.09(1)
0. 10(1)

0. 10(1)
0. 10(1)
0.08(1)
0.08(1)

0.39(2)
0.40(2)
0.38(4)
0.36(2)

0.47(5)
0.38(2)
0.29(2)
0.29(2)
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FIG. 8. Same

as Fig. 2, except for CFC13.

in CF3C1, we can determine directly the K- V Auorescence
yields
[f~~(9a, la, )+ ~(4e la, )] and
)+f~(5e~la, )] relative to f~(7e~la, ).
[f~~(10a,
The results are 0. 10(3) and 0.24(4), respectively. The
present data for CF3C1 (and CFC13 and CF2C12) are not
to permit the polarization
comprehensive
sufficiently
analysis described in Sec. III A 1.
At some incident photon energies other than 2823. 5 eV
A-to-C and 8-to-C peak(feature D), we measured
intensity ratios as a function of polarization angle. These
values are given in Table IV. Generally, we observe a polarization dependence for the ratios for incident energies
near feature D in the absorption spectrum.

~

~la,

f ~

C. CFC13
Figure 8 shows a measured CFC13 absorption spectrum
in the Cl E-edge region and a Cl K-V emission spectrum
taken with an incident photon energy of 2880 eV, well
above the Cl 1s threshold. Peak energies and probable assignments are given in Table V, and have been adopted
from Refs. 13 and 58. Previous results for Cl K-V emission disagree with the present peak energies due to calibration errors in the earlier measurement.
In contrast to CH&Cl and CF3C1, CFC13 has three constituent chlorine atoms, rendering the Cl E absorption
and emission processes more complicated, even though

TABLE U. Energies and assignments of Cl E- V x-ray emission peaks and Cl-K absorption features of
CFC13. Values in parentheses denote errors in the last digit(s).
Energy

Peak or feature

This work

Ref. 7'

Assignment

2811 5(4)
2814.4(5)
2816.7(5)

2812.4
2815.0
2817.3

7e~la&, le

2822. 8b
2825. 7(5)
2827. 2(3)
2829. 3(5)
2830.0(5)

2822. 6
2826
2827.4
2829.4
2831

la&,
la&,

~

D

E
F
Cl

I(

IP

G

'Perera et al.
LaVilla (Ref. 58)

~

8e~lal,

le

+la&, le
11a&, 9e, 10e, 2a2 —

le~lie
le~12a&,

13a&

la &, 1 e ~4p Rydberg
threshold
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FIG. 9. Same

as Fig. 3, except for CFC13 at 2822. 8-eV excitation.

adherence to C3, symmetry is maintained. For instance,
the six Cl ls electrons reside in the 1 a, and 1 e molecular
core orbitals, which are nearly degenerate and unresolvable due to the large core-hole lifetime width. Furthermore, the la1 and le orbitals have orthogonal transition
moments to any one valence MO. The presence of three
chlorine atoms also triples the population of Cl 3p electrons, increasing the number of valence MO's available to
interact with the Cl ls hole by radiative decay. These
added complications are rejected in the assignments of
Table V, in which, for example, the main K-V emission
from five
peak (C) for CFC13 receives contributions
different valence orbitals, all of Cl lone-pair character.
The absolute energy scale for the CFC13 results was established as for CF3C1, with the energy of absorption
feature D (2822. 8) provided by Ref. 58. Previous mea'
' ' '
'
surements
were used to help determine the
Cl ls IP to be 2829. 3(5) eV.
Figure 9 shows the PXES results for 2822. 8-eV excitation on absorption feature D in Fig. 8. No polarization
effect was observed for 2880-eV excitation. The rather
dramatic polarization effect for resonance excitation at
2822. 8 eV may seem quite surprising because of the complicated nature of the peak assignments. Both emission
peaks A and B essentially disappear in perpendicular polarization. However, recourse to Eqs. (1) and (2), which
is applicable to CFC13 if localization of the Cl(ls) hole on
a particular Cl atom is unimportant, provides a qualitative explanation. First, a given absorption and/or emission process starts either from the la1 or the le Cl ls or-

bital, not both simultaneously.
Because these two initial
orbitals have different symmetries, we must consider their
contributions separately to the PXES results. For example, the le~ lie absorption transition is parallel to the
molecular symmetry axis (along the C F bond), and
thus excited molecules will be aligned preferentially
parallel to the SR polarization. Similarly, for example,
the emission transition 8e
le, which contributes to
1 le excitation), is popeak B (and which follows the
larized parallel to the symmetry axis, and will emit x rays
polarized parallel to the SR polarization. An analogous
argument can be made for the other contribution to peak
excitation, followed by 8e~la,
B; namely, la,
emission, with the result that all contributions to emission peak B (and similarly peak A) should be strongly polarized parallel to the SR polarization, as we observe.
Two aspects related to the discussion of peak-B emission illustrate the spectroscopic usefulness of PXES.
First, a significant contribution to absorption feature D
le ~12a transitions can be tentatively ruled
by the la
out, because it would cause emission peak B to exhibit
some degree of perpendicular polarization, contrary to
observation. Second, we can also rule out any significant
contribution to emission peak A from the 10a, valence
MO, because it would render peak A partially perpendicularly polarized. This latter result is consistent with estimated intensities from Ref. 13, where the 7e valence
MO is expected to be more important for peak A emission. Finally, for emission peak C, little can be deduced
at this time due to the number of possible contributions

—

~

~lie

„

&

le~

D.
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denote errors in tthee last digit(s).
Energy

Peak or feature

This work

Ref. 34'

10ai, 4b

2810.4(3)
2813.1(5)
2816.5(4)
D

F

6

Cl K IP

'Hanus and Cxilberg.
LaVjlla {Ref. 58).

2823.0'
2827. 2(3)
2829. 1(4)
2829.6(6)

Assignment
6b

~

~la&,

2a 2
la), lb2
12a& 3a2, 6b), 7
1

2823. 1
2827. 6

lb2~13a), 9b
la), lb ~4p Rydberg
la),&, lb ~np Rydberg

1a&

threshold

lb2

feaatuurres
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